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Learn to make super-cute polymer clay animals and food in Kawaii Polymer Clay Creations!Emily

Chen teaches you how to craft twenty adorable figures from basic shapes using easy polymer clay

techniques and tools. Progress from a simple bunny to an elaborate unicorn, and learn now to make

miniature cookies, bread and ice cream cones that look delicious enough to eat! Included are basic

jewelry techniques for transforming your polymer clay masterpieces into wearable items. Try turning

a cat into a charm, a pig into a bracelet, a cupcake into a pair of earrings or a stack of pancakes into

a ring. You'll also find tips on how to create your very own designs by breaking your subject into

simple shapes that you can craft in clay.
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Emily Chen is a self-taught polymer clay artist with a love for everything cute. She has designed

products for Pinterest, Purina Be Happy and QMXonline. When she's not crafting cute things, Emily

enjoys reading comics and fantasy books, and watching funny cat videos.

This book is great, very easy for kids to not only understand but are able to copy what is shown in

the book. This was bought for a 8 year old and a 12 year old. Both loved the subjects shown in the

book. Would recommend buying it.

I got this for a birthday gift for my 10 year old niece. She loved it and has had no problems following

the instructions. She made me the unicorn right away and it turned out awesome! The items are all

very cute and things you would actually want to create! I think this book is great for both adults and



kids!

My daughter (age 9) was able to follow the directions in this book to create super cute creations!

She made so many little figurines and turned some in to beads for handmade jewelry! Very nice

book with easy to follow pictures and instructions and great tips, too!

Great book fot little ones that Love clay. My daughter loves making this creations. The price was

very reasonable considering how expensive this kind of books are.

ADORABLE! I love it and it's definitely helpful! I recommend it to anyone looking to create charms

like these.

We got this book as a birthday gift for our 11 year old. She has enjoyed making the creations in this

book and has found the instructions easy to follow. The things she makes really are super-cute!

the kids love it ! They were good anyway but this stepped up their creations a notch

Very excited to try to make clay creations. Just received the book but it seems easy to follow and is

clear what supplies you should use to achieve the look, etc.
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